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ABSTRACT

The Astropy Project (http://astropy.org) is, in its own words, “a community effort to develop a single core package for Astronomy in Python and foster interoperability between Python astronomy packages.” For five years this project has been managed, written, and operated as a grassroots, self-organized, almost entirely volunteer effort while the software is used by the majority of the astronomical community. Despite this, the project has always been and remains to this day effectively unfunded. Further, contributors receive little or no formal recognition for creating and supporting what is now critical software. This paper explores the problem in detail, outlines possible solutions to correct this, and presents a few suggestions on how to address the sustainability of general purpose astronomical software.

N.B.: This is not an official paper of nor officially endorsed by the Astropy Project, rather it is a reflection of the opinions of the authors.

1. ASTRONOMY AND PYTHON

1.1. Python, Inexorably

Major shifts in a community are not always easy to identify years before they gain significant momentum, but in some cases they can be quite evident. As an arbitrary date, let’s go back six years to 2010. If you had asked most astronomers then if the community was going to move to Python, the answer would have been a very clear “yes”. At the time very few astronomers actually knew Python. Many were hesitant to invest the time required to learn a new language, though many were interested in learning. There were few astronomical Python libraries available at the time, but the canaries in the astronomy software coal mine were already developing in it.
One major (but not exclusive) driver of the need for change, and probably the most significant, was widespread
dissatisfaction with IDL. Those who strongly feel that scientific software and analysis should be open are opposed
to the high license fees (or really, any cost) required to run the code. Astronomers are not the primary users of
the language; certainly not the community that guides or drives its development. Most additions to the platform
over the past fifteen years have focussed on the components used to build graphical user interfaces, an aspect that
our community barely uses. While IDL provided obvious utility in the 1990s in scripting and plotting over C and
FORTRAN, these advantages evaporated with the advent of modern scripting and visualization languages. Python,
coupled with the rapidly maturing NumPy numerical library (Van Der Walt et al. 2011), was the unambiguous, natural
successor.

There were two barriers to adopting Python: 1) astronomers would be required to learn a new language, and 2) the
substantial IDL libraries that astronomers rely on daily needed to be replaced with Python versions. To help address
the first problem, the lead author started the SciCoder workshop in 2010,\(^1\) five days dedicated to teaching early career
astronomers Python and modern software development techniques, offered annually and at AAS workshops. Demand
for this well exceeded supply. At the early workshops, virtually none of the attendees had ever used Python; most
used IDL with some C or FORTRAN. Software Carpentry\(^2\) is another example of an effort to address this need. Of
course, many people decided to learn Python on their own.

By this time, however, funding for general purpose software development had all but disappeared. Funding for the
development of packages most used by astronomers such as NOAO’s IRAF (Tody 1986), the Smithsonian’s SAOImage
DS9 (Joye & Mandel 2003), the (former) PPARC’s Starlink Project (Wallace & Warren-Smith (2000), funding cut to
zero in 2005), and NRAO’s AIPS (Greisen 2003) was either completely cut or has trickled to the bare minimum for
maintenance purposes. None of the institutions that had funded and developed the everyday tools that astronomers
rely on were driving new software development, with the notable exception of Space Telescope Science Institute (STSci)
(see below). We are specifically referring to general purpose tools; naturally survey or mission-specific software pipelines
continue to be written. It would be one thing if there were widespread disagreement on the next direction of software
development, but given that the path forward was clear and almost universally agreed upon, it would have been
reasonable to expect that some institution – one that had led in software development previously or somewhere new –
would have taken on the task of writing the next generation of tools, in Python, that astronomers would be needing.
It is not unreasonable to say that no new, major, general-purpose software packages have been created since that time,
while we continue to increasingly struggle to use and maintain tools effectively written fifteen or twenty years ago (and
some even older).

1.2. Enter Astropy

Actually, that last statement is not true; there are two new, notable software packages that have appeared. One is
yt (Turk et al. 2011), started by Matt Turk and developed by a small community of astronomers. yt is an impressive,
modern package for analyzing volumetric, multi-resolution data, primarily used by astronomers working with data
from large simulations. While somewhat specialized, this package certainly counts. The other major software package
is of course Astropy.

The foundations for Astropy began in 1998 at the Space Telescope Science Institute. Difficulties in working with
IRAF (both technical and managerial) motivated a move to Python, first through PyRAF (Greenfield & White 2000)
and then through early development of tools that were missing from the language. These included support for
numerical arrays (numarray (numarray P. 2003) which directly led to NumPy), plotting (matplotlib, developed with
the original author John Hunter (Hunter 2007)), and FITS handling via PyFITS (Barrett & Bridgman 1999). All of
this development was in direct support of STSci missions (e.g. Hubble Space Telescope, James Webb Space Telescope);
it had to be continually argued that the software be written to be generally applicable to other telescopes.

Eight years ago, a handful of astronomers who no longer had patience with how outdated existing tools were and
wanted to move to a modern environment began to do so. The first barrier was the lack of astronomy libraries in
Python, so we began to write them. This effort was not organized; many individuals began writing the packages
they needed largely independently and in their spare time. We will highlight two in particular. Erik Tollerud created
Astropyics (Tollerud 2012) in 2008, an impressive package that implements coordinate transformations, cosmological
calculations, image processing tools, data visualization, and much more. At the time he was a graduate student at
UC Irvine. At one point he did a survey of astronomical software available on personal home pages of various people

1 OK, 2010 was a semi-arbitrary date.
2 http://software-carpentry.org
and counted fourteen independent Python packages to perform coordinate system transformations. While much of the functionality overlapped, each scratched a particular itch that the others did not. Part of the problem was one of discovery; unless one spent time actively looking for these packages, it was very easy to be unaware of them. (This was before GitHub became the standard for open source code distribution.) Thomas Robitaille, at the time a Spitzer Postdoctoral Fellow at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, also began writing astronomical software in 2008. He, along with Eli Bressert, wrote APLpy (Robitaille & Bressert 2012), a plotting library for astronomical data.

The Astropy project was formed in 2011 to create a single, definitive Python package for astronomy. Much of the software developed by STScI highlighted above was incorporated into the new development, updated to be consistent as a single, coherent code base. While this was a collaborative grassroots effort by roughly one to two dozen core developers, we highlight Tollerud and Robitaille specifically as they played a strong — and critical — role in organizing, managing, and mediating the community. It was recognized that developing many independent packages was unsustainable and wasted a tremendous amount of work from highly skilled astronomer-programmers. The following aims were recognized from the beginning:

- the library should be modular rather than monolithic
- code should be built on top of a set of common base classes
- the application program interface (API) should be clean, clear, and easy to use
- code should be fully object-oriented instead of a straight translation of existing libraries
- code should work and integrate with the existing Python ecosystem

The first commit to Astropy on GitHub occurred on 25 July 2011, and the first in-person organizational/steering/coding sprint meeting occurred on 12-14 October 2011. Since then, there have been 191 distinct contributors to the project. As of July 2016, it contains over 215,000 lines of code. (More statistics are listed in Table 1.) Highlights of the library include handling coordinate systems, times and dates, modeling, FITS, ASCII, and VO file access, cosmological calculations, data visualization, and much more. The details of the beginnings of Astropy are interesting, but beyond the scope of this paper.

2. THE ASTROPY PROBLEM

Astropy is an unqualified success for the astronomical community. It funnels and has guided consistent, enormous efforts of dozens of astronomers from across the world to produce a first class, high quality, user friendly, fully documented software library and toolset for more than five years. What is its funding model? This is easy to describe: it doesn’t have one. Beyond a few developers at STScI (who have since left astronomy), almost none have been paid at all for their efforts. There are no Astropy positions in any academic or scientific institution. Much of the development has been undertaken overwhelmingly by graduate students and postdocs, with some representation from undergraduate students and faculty members, in their spare time.

Whose responsibility is it to pay for this development? The following is based on discussions with many people over the past few years. Employees of NASA institutions say that each dollar spent must be allocated to a specific project or mission; money cannot be spent on general purpose, community efforts. Those at academic institutions say their primary mission is education, not software development. Other scientific institutions (some of which have funded general purpose software in the past) have noted that their responsibility is to operate and run the telescopes and data archives under their remit. Individual surveys received the money they did (either through government or private funding) to deliver the science products promised, not to develop community software. We would like to specifically highlight feedback the first author has heard second-hand from two different senior NSF reviewers. The first is that “the NSF hasn’t funded software development for many years now, yet software continues to be written, so...?” The second is that the NSF “would consider funding software, but only once it has reached the point where it’s very mature and has a large number of users.” These opinions reflect a gross misunderstanding of the amount of time, effort, and expertise it takes to develop software, let alone specialized, scientific software. Further, it values these efforts (and frankly, the people performing them) at exactly zero. Entire companies filled with people working

---

3 The primary author will confess to have begun work with Adrian Price-Whelan on what would have become the fifteenth before becoming aware of all of the others.

4 The interested reader is directed to https://mail.scipy.org/pipermail/astropy/2011-June/thread.html#1380.
full time\textsuperscript{5} are formed to create software products that are mature and have a large number of users. To expect this of someone in an academic environment with no guarantee of financial or career reward is ridiculous on the face of it.

Individually, the positions of the NASA managers, the academics, the funding bodies, the surveys, and the managers of national laboratories seem reasonable and, within their scope and politics, justifiable. (Except for the two specific opinions listed above.) However, together these bodies represent the whole of the astronomical community. Put explicitly: represented by those that have the ability, the entire astronomical community has decided that Astropy, and general purpose software development, is not something that it is willing to fund. Why should they be obligated to?

The answer is that every one of these bodies not only uses Astropy, but critically depends on it. All NASA mission pipelines, from the venerable Hubble Space Telescope to the upcoming WFIRST, use Astropy, and increasingly so every day. Nearly all national laboratories, surveys, and telescopes depend on Astropy. If academic students and staff are not explicitly typing “import astropy” as the first line of their analysis codes, they are using data collected, reduced, or analyzed by code that has. Nearly every single astronomer today uses or benefits directly from Astropy. The position of any who claims they are not the one to support Astropy is in fact not justifiable. The larger the organization, the less justifiable it is.

How much money has Astropy saved these institutions? To estimate this, we used a program called SLOCCount\textsuperscript{6} (Source Lines of Code), a common, industry standard tool that estimates the cost in time and money to develop a project based on the source code. The default software cost estimation model, the Constructive Cost Model (CCOMO, \textit{Boehm (1981)}) was used to avoid introducing any biases. An average salary of $100,000 with a 1.5x multiplier for overheads was used. This is a rough number; junior astronomers would make less, more senior astronomers would make more, and overheads vary as well. The value is roughly comparable to salaries of highly skilled software developers in industry, which is reasonable given that most of the Astropy developers either have or would soon have postgraduate degrees. The fact that our community does not always compensate at these levels does not diminish the true value of the contribution. (The reader is of course free to either run the cost estimation software with their own numbers or scale based on how they value the effort.)

The estimated cost to develop Astropy is $8.5M. The model estimates that it would take nearly 23 full-time developers two and a half years to reproduce what currently exists in the repository. Given that the project is five years old, the cost to develop Astropy is $1.7M/year. Or rather, the uncompensated effort donated to the community by the 191 distinct contributors is worth $1.7M/year. (The time period covers the lifetime of Astropy, not the start date the code included began to be written.) This value is conservative: it doesn’t include talks, tutorials, the extensive and detailed documentation, and technical support that is also provided. Astropy is a huge success for the aforementioned institutions – they didn’t have to pay for any of it (again, with the exception of a few FTEs from STScI which are

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Astropy Codebase Statistics} & \\
\hline
First commit date & 25 July 2011 \\
Number of distinct contributors & 191 \\
Number of commits & 15,475 \\
Lines of Python code & 200,295 \\
Lines of Python code (core package) & 125,737 \\
Lines of C code & 13,957 \\
Lines of shell code & 1,065 \\
Total lines of code & 215,317 \\
Development effort estimate (person-years) & 56.33 \\
Schedule estimate & 2.48 years with 22.72 developers \\
Estimated cost & $8,449,937 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Statistics are based on the Astropy repository as of July 2016, version v1.2. All repositories under the Astropy GitHub account have been included. External C libraries (cfitsio, ERFA, expat, and wcslib) have been excluded. Cost and development estimates generated using David A. Wheeler’s “SLOCCount” software.}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{5} None of which are trying to pursue active research and publications at the same time.

\textsuperscript{6} \url{http://www.dwheeler.com/sloccount/}
no longer present). But the reward for contributors is just one paper, roughly 400 citations directly related to the work, little recognition, and precious few career-track software development positions in the field. Additionally, there is an expectation that Astropy will continue to be developed, have new features added and bugs fixed, and that it will be integrated into more and more mission and research pipeline, analysis, and visualization code. For much of the community, software is something that just “happens” and is expected to be free. However, there is a cost and it is clear who is paying it. The early career astronomers who contribute the lion’s share of the effort do so at the expense of their research and publication output. The time they sacrifice to work on Astropy is not considered by hiring committees and does not improve their prospects on the academic job market; in fact, it’s detrimental. Of course, many use code they write to help with their own research, but even then it’s not their job to provide the community with software that has long term viability; this additional effort is well beyond one’s specific research needs.

It’s worth specifying what the Astropy community provides, particularly for those who are only familiar with the end product. Writing software for a few thousand users is vastly different than writing an analysis script for oneself or a few people. The software must be cleanly designed, provide clear error messages, and come with example code. It must be well commented so that others may easily fix or enhance existing code. It must be robust enough to run in as many environments as possible. It must run on three different platforms (macOS, Linux, Windows) over several different operating systems on each. It must be trustworthy, which requires a significant amount of user testing and code-based unit test suites (code contributed to Astropy core is reviewed by at least one other developer before it is accepted). It must be performant, which requires code optimization and an understanding of the detailed minutiae of both Python and the underlying operating systems. It requires extensive documentation, a significant effort by itself. Bugs must be addressed quickly. Users of Astropy enjoy an unprecedented level of support; anyone can request help or advice from the Astropy user mailing list and receive a response—often within minutes. (Even barring all other development, consider for a moment what this level of support would cost the STScI or NOAO to provide.) Not one but two Astropy releases are actively maintained—one for new features, and one that provides long term support where bugs are fixed but not new functionality. The time required for maintenance scales with the number of lines of code and competes with new development. New feature requests are discussed with users and developed whenever possible. Code patches submitted are tested, modified to be consistent with the exiting base and coding style (when necessary), and documentation updated. Beyond the core Astropy package, the community develops, supports, and manages numerous affiliated packages. On top of this the project is managed as professionally as one would expect from any software company, integrating work from nearly two hundred contributors, while regularly producing new releases and functionality used by the entire astronomical community. All while being almost entirely unfunded.

3. MISSED OPPORTUNITIES

One of the big successes of the Astropy organizers is that they were able to take a wide range of astronomers—seasoned developers, people who were new to writing software, people just learning Python, people who didn’t feel comfortable coding but wanted to contribute—and bring them together to create a single library. They did this for people who were scattered across the globe while they themselves worked at different institutions, continents, and time zones. The developers were quick and early adopters of many new technologies, including embracing the community development platform of GitHub, adopting continuous integration, unit testing, code review, and object-oriented code, while performing all this in a completely open and transparent manner. The needs of the users were placed higher than the needs of any particular project, survey, or mission.

The reality is that no current astronomy institution could have created the equivalent to Astropy, even if funding were available (despite its early origins at STScI which undoubtedly laid a foundation for the grass roots work, the success and sustained momentum of the project is attributable to the developers, organizers, and the community created around them). This is partly due to institutional culture, partly due to management, and partly due to the extreme competition for funds. If reasonable funding were made available, likely it would have taken the form of competing efforts of more than one institution with significant overlap in functionality. By being independent, Astropy development is more agile than most other efforts in the astronomy community, but is slower than it could be with a sustained commitment of financial support. It would be easy to say in 2011 that it was not clear that Astropy would have been successful, and that it would have been risky to provide significant funding to graduate students for an unproven project. It might be arguable at which point the project evolved to one that became indispensable and critical to the community, but it is indisputable that that line has long since been crossed.

7 And we all know how much a purely software paper is valued in our community.
8 https://mail.scipy.org/mailman/listinfo/astropy
What should have happened is a clear recognition by the community that something significant has been accomplished, something outside of the traditional structure. The response should have been: “Tollerud and Robitaille et al., here is a big pile of money to support, continue, and expand what you are doing. We won’t tell you how to do it or attach strings; you clearly know what you are doing.” A compelling argument was made to me in this regard. We measure success in science by how many people use the results of or are impacted by our work. We are encouraged to publish our results so that others build upon them, which are measured by the number of citations. While there is an Astropy paper, there is no doubt that the library is used by far more people than actually cite it – probably close to an order of magnitude. The number of astronomers whose work was built with the assistance of Astropy rivals or exceeds the most well-cited papers. This alone should have led to the equivalent of tenured positions for the principal developers of Astropy – certainly tenured positions have been awarded to those less impactful. Such positions in software development don’t exist in our community.

The ideas of “data science” and “big data” began to gain significant traction at the same time Astropy began in earnest as a project. Notable amounts of money became available to pursue these interests. Astropy and similar efforts would have been the natural kinds of projects to support. These new data science initiatives were perfectly timed to embrace, support, and extend community development without existing constraints (funding, management, or otherwise); they would have been a natural home to projects like Astropy and the establishment of new, similar projects. While there are examples to the contrary, in many instances this new influx of funds have been used to simply support existing work and positions. As more institutions are coming into this sector, they have a unique, but as yet unrealized opportunity to take a leadership role in the community.

As an example, development on the LSST data pipeline began as an open source project in 2004 (Axelrod et al. 2004) written in a mix of C++ and Python, nine years before Astropy development began. Since that time, the community has overwhelmingly chosen to use Astropy as the next generation of astronomical software over LSST’s library. There are several reasons for this (including political), but two primary ones are community involvement and high quality APIs and documentation.

Astropy grew directly from community need and with very close interaction with the community, while LSST’s software was guided by the specific needs of a single survey. This is an extremely important distinction – placing the users above the project – that is nearly unique to Astropy in astronomy. The two are not strictly mutually exclusive: software can be developed for a project while directly benefitting the community at large. SAOImage DS9 is an example of this; it was specifically funded and written to be the visualization tool for the NASA Chandra X-ray observatory (hence the software’s connection to the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics), but clearly its use has far exceeded this purpose.

Astropy also provides an excellent, easy to use interface in the form of good APIs, clear and thorough documentation, and varied usage examples. This allows new users to quickly get up to speed on how to use the software, while preventing developer friction because of unclear or unpleasant interfaces. Good APIs attract good developers and keep them happy when they work on code. Happy developers are more productive and produce better code.

The LSST management has recently recognized the value of integrating Astropy into their software and held a coordination meeting with several core Astropy developers. This is an excellent first step and an acknowledgement of not only how much the community has embraced Astropy, but the importance of high quality, easy to use APIs and documentation. Today, it would be foolish to develop significant astronomy software without incorporating or linking to Astropy in some fashion. LSST identified a number of areas where the use of Astropy could benefit LSST’s software and where LSST could contribute code to Astropy, and made several requests and proposals for modifications to Astropy software to integrate more easily with LSST’s software (Jenness et al. 2016). There was no offer of funding for this additional work.

4. MOVING FORWARD

It is imperative that Astropy be properly and sustainably funded. It is imperative that general purpose software tools and libraries for astronomers be funded. The current code infrastructure (e.g. IRAF, DS9) is rapidly crumbling, was never designed or intended to have the longevity being asked of it, and is generations behind modern design and techniques. Our tools are insufficient to cope with the flood of data we have today, let alone what we will have a few years from now. There is no institution within the astronomy community who does not have some responsibility to support these efforts as all benefit significantly from them and have for years. While there are policy or political roadblocks, it is the responsibility of the appropriate managers or directors to address them directly and remove them, not defer to them. Funding must be made available not only to support today’s software, but software that will be needed several years from now. Career positions that offer stability and respectable salaries must be created. Below
we propose some possible solutions, but more solutions and efforts will be needed than are listed here.

4.1. The Astropy Subscription

We introduce here the concept of an Astropy subscription. As a community we are used to paying for IDL licenses. These costs are budgeted every year and included in grant proposals. We are actually quite familiar with paying for software subscriptions, so this will fit within existing infrastructure at every level. University departments would pay a subscription fee based on the size of the department. Larger institutions would consequently pay higher fees, perhaps based on number of users, budget size, or some other equitable metric. The subscription fees would be paid purely on a volunteer basis; there would be no license server, no restriction of the use of the code in any way, or literally any modification of how Astropy is currently distributed. The subscription fee should be given as a way to provide direct support for the software and continued maintenance that each institution, survey, and mission is benefitting from. Contributors would be recognized on an annual basis on an Astropy web page. The annual total should be designed to approximately match the cost of development; from above, $2M/year is a good starting point.

There is precedent for the “professional moral obligation” argument. In the United States, lawyers (both individuals and law firms) are expected by the American Bar Association to contribute a minimum of fifty hours of legal services on a purely pro bono basis.\(^9\) It’s not directly enforceable – one would not lose their license to practice for not doing so – but it is a community expectation quantitatively set by a professional organization. It’s reasonable to imagine that lawyers who do not volunteer this effort might be looked upon unfavorably by the community. We propose here that bodies such as the NSF, AAS, or the Decadal Plan committees work with the community to recommend the level of contribution to fund general software development projects.

4.2. Full Time Developers

There are many larger scale surveys, missions, and projects within the community. As detailed above, the larger the entity, the greater benefit they derive from Astropy. We propose setting a financial water mark level above which will trigger a contribution to Astropy. For the sake of argument here, we choose $40M (no special weight or significance should be attached to this number; it is selected as it is the approximate cost of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey). Once a project reaches this level, they will be required to hire a full time Astropy developer. $150,000 is a small amount compared to the full budget. Naturally, the project should directly benefit from this: the developer would work within and be hosted by the survey/mission, and be a liaison between it and Astropy. They could work on Astropy code that would directly benefit the survey, an affiliated package, a custom visualization, etc., as long as the code was written for Astropy and could be used or easily adapted for use by the general community. The survey would not be allowed to pull this person to work on a mission-specific pipeline, for example. Of course, some percentage of their time would be given to the scientist to work on their own research, which would (should) naturally align with the survey. Two developers could be hired at twice the water mark, and so on. The exact scale is certainly open for debate, but the main point is that larger surveys should directly hire developers who would then work on Astropy or other community software. In fact, this model is very similar to that of the Starlink Project, where one full time Starlink developer was hosted at each astronomy department in the UK. This was a highly successful model which produced a significant amount of software used by nearly all of the Commonwealth astronomers. The project lost all funding not due to the lack of success, but pressure from larger departments who wanted to divert the development efforts to their specific needs rather than those of the wider community.

4.3. The Decadal Survey

The time for the Decadal Survey to address the problems outlined in this paper is now. These problems have been raised and discussed at all levels for years now (e.g. Weiner et al. (2009)), but are only acknowledged instead of solutions being provided. We propose that the Decadal Survey include language to codify the Astropy subscription fee, allocate funds for the development of community software tools, and create the general software developer positions within astronomy surveys and missions as described above. Developers (i.e. not managers) of astronomical software and computational technology more than deserve a seat at the table. We strongly suggest that all Decadal Survey meetings include representatives from both Astropy specifically and astronomical software development in general. The problem of software development was discussed in the context of the last Decadal Survey. Quoting James Turner from one of the earliest mailing list threads\(^10\) that led to the creation of Astropy, dated 13 June 2011:

\(^9\) [http://www.americanbar.org/groups/probono_public_service/policy/aba_model_rule_6_1.html](http://www.americanbar.org/groups/probono_public_service/policy/aba_model_rule_6_1.html)

\(^10\) [https://mail.scipy.org/pipermail/astropy/2011-June/001400.html](https://mail.scipy.org/pipermail/astropy/2011-June/001400.html)
A couple of years ago, a number of us at the observatories submitted a white paper to the Decadal Survey, pointing out the need for more co-ordinated funding so that we can have people who focus on cross-institutional platform development & support. The report from the committee did give a nod to our concerns and their importance, but stopped short of making any recommendation, which basically means “good luck with that.”

The authors of the last Decadal Survey committed the community to not funding general utility astronomical software for a decade. Let’s do better this time.

5. CONCLUSION

The aim of this paper is to point out a serious problem that exists in the astronomical community and give it a name. It is by no means limited to Astropy, but extends to community software that has been neglected and software that is needed and remains unwritten. It is not a problem that people are unaware of; it has been discussed at every level for many years now, but nearly all in the community who have had the resources to address it have either chosen not to do so or do not feel it is their responsibility. As the entire community benefits – significantly and critically – from the efforts of several dozen developers, it is in fact everyone’s responsibility. This responsibility is not limited to US-based institutions and funding bodies: astronomy is a global community, and this support should be come from and be incorporated into the funding models around the world. The problem will not solve itself. It requires action, now. The community receives (and now expects) enormous utility from a number of developers without support, compensation, or career paths. The status quo is untenable and unethical. It is also short sighted; we currently lack the tools needed to fully analyze the sheer volume of data that is publicly available today. General purpose, community software has not been sufficiently funded for well over a decade – the productivity lost in that time is significant.

The developers of Astropy and other software that push the boundaries of data science in astronomy are highly skilled members of our own community. They are most often the same ones who write and maintain the software infrastructure that run our surveys and space missions. Overwhelmingly they have taken it upon themselves to acquire the non-trivial skills needed to create these tools. It is only reasonable that the community in turn not only reward these efforts, but respect, encourage, and enable them to innovate further.

CITING ASTROPY

Every user can and should help to support the Astropy project. If you use Astropy in any part of a paper you write – if any of your code includes the line “import astropy” – please be sure to cite the paper (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013). We know there are many, many more than 400 of you that use this!

ABOUT THIS PAPER

This paper is not an official paper of nor officially endorsed by the Astropy Project. It is a reflection of the opinion of the authors. Some core organizers of Astropy were specifically not invited to appear as co-authors to avoid creating a conflict of interest; however, their feedback and opinions were solicited and incorporated into the paper, and there were no objections to its publication. The paper was written by Demitri Muna who invited members of the astronomical community to be added as co-signers as a show of support.
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